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microsoft has done a terrible job marketing visual foxpro and it shows. everyone knows
foxpro is dying. everyone has already switched to other languages. who is going to even
upgrade to foxpro when it is almost obsolete? foxpro 7 (the last version) for example can

be upgraded to have the latest features and fixes. foxpro 8 is not even offered. both
technically and practically i believe most people have already left foxpro behind. to be

perfectly frank, microsoft had been trying to kill foxpro for quite a while. look at all their
work to kill it. ms refused to invest in it while vb6 existed. they stopped supporting it in

vb7. don't get me wrong, i can see them doing that considering their other products, but
that hardly makes any sense. the rewrite for vfp 8 was a far cry from the database

classes of 2.6 to vfp 9. with the entire rewrite, the whole language changed and so many
things were lost. the developer behind visual foxpro from early on and so much more

later on, gary simmonds was solely responsible for the rewrite. without gary, there never
would have been a vfp 9. with gary, we had new levels of capability, making the entire
product better and bigger. i for one, am still using all the features of vfp 9. well, except
for the reverse oplocks. they are not compatible with vfp 9. can core please make these

compatible so that the entire world can use them and not have to worry about things like
reverse oplocks. unlike microsoft which has the monopoly and the power, if it wants to

make a new version of a language, it cannot do without approval from the original
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developers. until and unless foxpro lets them take over the core of the language and
make whatever changes they want with no interference from core, there will be no vfp

10, or 11, or 12, or whatever they want to call the final release.
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The only problem
with my foxpro 8
portable program
was, I was not an

experienced Visual
Foxpro developer.
Visual Foxpro has
been around for a
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long time, so I did
not want to make

any changes to the
base engine. I

wanted to keep the
old engine as is.

Since I was not an
experienced Visual
Foxpro developer, I

could only make
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changes in a
minimal way. My

program was
supposed to help

Visual Foxpro
developers, but I

could not make any
structural changes

to the Visual Foxpro
engine. In some
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cases, I made
certain things more
complicated. The

Internet has turned
the Web into an

operating system
that we all use

everyday. The same
is true for Visual
FoxPro. In 2002
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(and when this book
is being written in

2011) Visual Foxpro
is still considered by
many to be the best

development
environment out
there. It's still the

Fox Pro of choice for
small to medium
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size FoxPro shops.
Visual FoxPro is still

offering all the
benefits that it did
over a decade ago

such as instant
database

application creation,
prebuilt business

logic, and Database
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product extensions.
The use of Visual
FoxPro has been

declining for about
the past 6 years. We
can't get rid of that.

In fact, we have
tried and searched
but failed to find

any other db
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platform that offer
more than one half
of the features that
Visual FoxPro does.
Visual Foxpro has a
good standard for

outputting data. The
language itself is
not limited. Visual

FoxPro allows
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developers the
capability to build
applications that

can speak to a high
level language. In

recent versions, the
output for the

compiler is
becoming more
comprehensive
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which is improving
the output of any
VFP application.

This, of course, is a
huge boon to the
programmers who

create VFP.
5ec8ef588b
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